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Abstract

We present Zillow Indoor Dataset (ZInD): A large in-

door dataset with 71,474 panoramas from 1,524 real unfur-

nished homes. ZInD provides annotations of 3D room lay-

outs, 2D and 3D floor plans, panorama location in the floor

plan, and locations of windows and doors. The ground truth

construction took over 1,500 hours of annotation work. To

the best of our knowledge, ZInD is the largest real dataset

with layout annotations. A unique property is the room lay-

out data, which follows a real world distribution (cuboid,

more general Manhattan, and non-Manhattan layouts) as

opposed to the mostly cuboid or Manhattan layouts in cur-

rent publicly available datasets. Also, the scale and annota-

tions provided are valuable for effective research related to

room layout and floor plan analysis. To demonstrate ZInD’s

benefits, we benchmark on room layout estimation from sin-

gle panoramas and multi-view registration.

1. Introduction

In computer vision, 3D scene understanding from 2D

images has received considerable attention due to its crit-

ical role in research areas such as robotics and mixed real-

ity. Work has been done on automatic room layout estima-

tion from single 360o panoramas [52, 56, 50, 42, 56, 32],

which typically depend on either a relatively small set of

real images, e.g., 2,295 RGB-D panoramic images in Mat-

terportLayout [56], or the use of synthetic data due to the

scale needed for training, e.g., around 196k images in Struc-

ture3D [54]. Also, there are techniques for reconstructing

floor plans from a sequence of such panoramas ([6, 34]), or

RGB-D video [26]. In regards to real estate, approaches

on floor plan generation from user-specified constraints

[45, 16, 30] make use of architectural floor plan datasets.

We believe there is a need for more properly annotated data

of indoor layouts and complete floor plans.

∗Equal contribution.
†This work was done when Steve Cruz was an intern at Zillow.

Many real and synthetic datasets have been released.

Current real datasets [52, 56] are limited both in size and

variation due to challenges in capturing and annotating in-

door spaces, both of which require non-trivial logistics, re-

sources and privacy concerns. Synthetic datasets [54, 22]

address the scale issue, but introduce a domain gap, which

complicates generalization to real scenes.

In this paper, we introduce Zillow Indoor Dataset

(ZInD)1, a dataset containing large numbers of annotated

360o panoramas, room layouts, and floor plans of real un-

furnished residential homes2. For each panorama, its loca-

tion within the floor plan and its associated 3D room layout

are given (Figure 1). Also, locations of windows and doors

are provided.

ZInD contains 1,524 homes, with a total of 71,474

panoramas, 21,596 room layouts, and 2,564 floor plans. We

believe our dataset can facilitate research on room layout

estimation, floor plan reconstruction from multiple panora-

mas, and floor plan analysis that include image features

(e.g., scene graphs). To showcase ZInD’s attributes, we ran

experiments with state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods for room

layout estimation and multi-view registration.

2. Related Work

In this section, we provide an overview of publicly avail-

able datasets. They are categorized in Table 1 based on the

type of annotations, size, and attributes.

Depth and Semantic Annotations. Most current datasets

focus on providing depth and semantic annotations. For ex-

ample, Stanford 2D-3D-S [2] contains 552 RGB panoramic

images collected from 6 large-scale indoor environments,

including offices, classrooms, and other open spaces. The

dataset provides annotations of depths, surface normals, se-

mantic annotations, global XYZ images, and camera in-

formation. Another dataset, Matterport3D [7], has over

ten thousand RGB-D panoramic images collected from 90

building-scale scenes with surface reconstructions, camera

1ZInD and scripts are at https://github.com/zillow/zind
2Using unfurnished homes alleviates privacy concerns.
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Figure 1. The Zillow Indoor Dataset dataset provides visual data covering real world distribution of unfurnished homes, including primary

360 panoramas with annotated room layouts, windows and doors, merged rooms, secondary localized panoramas, and final 2D floor plans.

From left-to-right: (a) captured RGB panoramas with layout, windows and doors annotations, (b) merged layouts, (c) 3D textured mesh,

where red dots indicate primary and green dots indicate annotated secondary panoramas, (d) final 2D floor plan “cleanup” annotation.

poses, and 2D and 3D semantic segmentation. Also, over

12 indoor environments are covered (e.g., bedroom, office,

bathroom and hallway).

Gibson [47] has data from 572 buildings with a total of

of 1447 floors to provide an environment for active agents.

The Replica dataset [41] provides photorealistic 3D recon-

structions of 18 indoor scenes with a dense mesh, high reso-

lution HDR textures, per-primitive semantic class, instance

information, and planar mirror and glass reflectors. NYU-

Depth V2 [29] contains 1,449 RGB-D images with sur-

face normal and semantic labels. Another RGB-D dataset,

SceneNN [17], provides 100 scenes represented by triangle

meshes with per-vertex and per-pixel annotations.

There are datasets with more densely sampled RGB-D

data. For example, ScanNet [11] features RGB-D videos

from 1,513 scenes of 707 unique indoor environments

with 2.5 million frames. Included with the data are 3D

CAD models, annotations of 3D camera poses, surface

reconstructions, and semantic segmentation. Meanwhile,

SUN3D [48] contains 415 RGB-D image sequences with

camera pose and object labels.

Synthetic. Due to challenges in generating large datasets

with real scenes, there is growing interest in synthetic

datasets. For example, Structured3D [54] provides syn-

thetic images with 3D structure annotations. The dataset

contains 21,835 rooms in 3,500 scenes and more than 196k

photorealistic 2D renderings of rooms. 3D structure anno-

tations along with 2D renderings of scenes were automat-

ically extracted from many professional interior designs.

In contrast to datasets mostly working with cuboid rooms,

Structured3D introduced a wide variety of room layouts.

InteriorNet [22] is another synthetic dataset extracted

from professional interior designs and renderings at video

frame rate. The dataset has one million furniture CAD mod-

els and 22 million interior layouts. SUNCG [40] contains

synthetic 3D scenes (over 45k different scenes) with dense

volumetric annotations. House3D [46] is a virtual dataset

consisting of 45k indoor scenes equipped with a diverse set

of scene types, layouts, and objects sourced from SUNCG.

By converting SUNCG into an environment, House3D adds

the flexibility for customization to other applications. Based

on CAD, SceneNet [22] has over one million models and 20

million rendered images.

While synthetic models are getting more photorealis-

tic, there remains a domain gap. This makes it difficult

to extract optimal performance when testing on real inputs.

Techniques for domain adaptation [10, 5] should help, but

there is still no good substitute for real data.

ZInD fills this important gap by providing a reasonably

large-scale dataset with panoramic images of real unfur-

nished homes to facilitate research on global structure un-

derstanding. To the best of our knowledge, our dataset has

the largest number of panoramic images of real rooms com-

pared to datasets with real indoor scenes. There are benefits

to both synthetic and real data; our goal is to complement

synthetic datasets by giving insights and sampling the dis-

tribution of real homes, thus providing a new benchmark.

Indoor Visual Localization. Image-based localization is

of interest for indoor navigation or augmented reality due

to the unavailability of GPS signals. There are far fewer

datasets for indoor scenes than those for outdoors. Some ex-

amples include 7-Scenes [14] (RGB-D data), Tiara et.al [43]

(277 RGB-D panoramic images), and RISE [38] (13,695

panoramas).
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Only Floor Plans. Datasets in this category can be 2D or

3D. 2D floor plan generation typically relies on user specifi-

cation of the floor plan, e.g., floor plan boundary [45], room

counts and their connectivity [16], and bubble diagram that

defines room connectivity [30]. One floor plan dataset is

RPLAN [45] (used in [16]), which consists of 120,000 floor

plans from real-world residential buildings in Asia. Another

is LIFULL HOME3, which contains five million real floor

plans (seen in [30]). Yet another is CubiCasa5K [19], with

5,000 floor plan images having ground-truth annotations en-

coded in SVG vector graphics format. The annotations in-

clude object categories that appear in the floor plan.

Name Data type # of images Layouts Applications

R
ea

l

Gibson [47] RGB-D pano 572 scenes − O U D

Replica [41] CAD 18 scenes C, M, N-M O U D F

SceneNN [17] RGB-D 100 − O U D

CRS4/ViC4 RGB pano 191 C, M, N-M O U L F

SUN3D [48] RGB-D 415 − O U D

PanoContext [52] RGB pano 514 C O U L

2D-3D-S [2] RGB-D pano 552 − O U D

LayoutNet [55] RGB-D pano 1,071 C O U D L

NYU-Depth V2 [29] RGB-D 1,449 − O U D

ScanNet [11] RGB-D video 1513 − O U D

MatterportLayout [56] RGB-D pano 2295 C, M O U D L

Matterport3D [7] RGB-D pano 10,800 − O U D

ZInD (Ours) RGB pano 71,474 C, M, N-M S L F

S
y
n

th
et

ic SunCG [40] CAD 45, 622 C, M, N-M O U D F

Structured3D [54] CAD 196k C, M, N-M O U D S F

SceneNet [22] CAD 20M C, M, N-M O U D F

InteriorNet [22] CAD 22M C, M, N-M O U D F

Table 1. Overview of publicly available 3D indoor datasets. O (ob-

ject detection), U (scene understanding), S (structured 3D model-

ing), L (layout estimation), F (floor plan), D (depth), C (cuboid),

M (Manhattan), N-M (non-Manhattan).

3D floor plan generation methods make use of visual

data; such data includes a dense set of panoramic im-

ages [33, 34, 6], an input stream of RGB-D images [26],

panoramic RGB-D images [18], and partial 3D scans for

merging [24]. For machine learning-based training, the

dataset is typically specific to the method. For example,

[26] captures their own dataset for training and verifica-

tion. Cabral and Furukawa [6] use semantic information in

panoramas in addition to structure-from-motion to generate

a 3D texture-mapped floor plan.

Panoramic Images and Floor Plans. Datasets with

panoramic images and layout information are the closest

to ZInD. PanoContext [52] contains 514 panoramic images

and provides mostly cuboid layouts of limited scene types,

e.g., bedrooms and living rooms. MatterportLayout [56] se-

lected a subset of RGB-D panoramic images from Matter-

port3D and extended them with general Manhattan layout

annotations. This subset contains 2,295 panoramas within

closed 3D space, and features only Manhattan 3D layouts.

While Realtor360 [50] has over 2,500 indoor panoramas

and annotated 3D room layouts, it is currently not publicly

3https://www.nii.ac.jp/dsc/idr/lifull
4http://vic.crs4.it/download/datasets/

available. Also, Layoutnet [55] extended annotations for

2D-3D-S, and in combination with PanoContext, provides

over 1,000 panoramas with room layout annotations.

3. Zillow Indoor Dataset

In this section, we introduce Zillow Indoor Dataset.

First, we define our terminology and clarify the assump-

tions in our annotation process. Next, we describe how we

acquire the panoramic images before detailing the annota-

tion pipeline for generating the floor plans. Finally, we re-

port important statistics. The different levels of annotations

are illustrated in Figure 1.

3.1. Terminology and Assumptions

Camera Height. When generating ZInD, we assume the

camera height is constant throughout the capture process for

a home (could vary between homes). Our capture protocol

for photographers includes this requirement.

Ceilings and Floors. We assume Atlanta world [39, 35],

where the modeled 3D layout has horizontal floor, ceiling,

and vertical walls. However, ZInD has non-flat ceilings as

well. Annotators indicate a ceiling to be flat (a simple hori-

zontal plane) or non-flat (ceiling consists of multiple planes,

vaulted or is unfinished). Regardless, the height of the ceil-

ing for each room is associated with its largest surface area.

In addition, we do not support 3D modeling of the non-flat

ceilings (only 3D planar approximation), stairs, and occlud-

ers such as cabinets and kitchen appliances.

Primary and Secondary Panoramas. Annotators were

asked to select panoramas with the “best” views of en-

tire rooms, (e.g. room centers, as primary and others near

to walls/doors, where the layout might be harder to anno-

tate, as secondary). For big open spaces, they are asked to

use their best judgement to partition the space into disjoint

parts, with each part represented by a primary panorama.

Only primary panoramas are used to generate room layouts

and subsequently floor plans. The rest (secondary panora-

mas) are localized, using a semi-automatic human-in-the-

loop approach, within the layouts to provide denser spatial

data.

3.2. Capture Process

To enable capturing entire home interiors at scale, we

opted for sparse 360o panoramic capture of every room in

the home using a panoramic camera paired with an iPhone.

To do so, photographers across 20 US cities were hired to

do the capture and given specific instructions to ensure uni-

formity in the capture quality.

Hardware. We use the Ricoh Theta (V and Z1)5 for

panoramic capture, which has high quality image stitching

technology and HDR support. Panoramas are captured with

5https://theta360.com/en/
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Figure 2. Zillow Indoor Dataset generation pipeline. The processes are all in 2D, but since the ceilings are assumed horizontally flat with

known heights, we can infer 3D from 2D floor plans. Please see the text for more details of the pipeline. The dots in the floor plan indicate

primary panorama locations while the ×××’s are the secondary panorama locations. Windows, doors, and openings are color-coded in blue,

orange, and green, respectively.

3 auto bracketing exposure configurations, default white

balance settings, and IMU-based vertical tilt correction.

Protocol. To ensure uniformity in the quality of capture,

photographers were given guidelines on lighting, number of

captures per room (based on room size), and not appearing

in the camera’s view. An iOS application was developed for

this purpose. Further, to ensure a fixed camera height dur-

ing the capture, photographers are asked to keep a fixed tri-

pod height throughout the capture process. To retrieve this

scale, we added a procedure of capturing either a printed

AprilTag [31] or a standard paper size on the floor.

3.3. Annotation Pipeline

Our annotation pipeline is shown in Figure 2. To gener-

ate 3D floor plans from panoramas, we developed an inter-

nal tool6. Our pipeline starts with pre-processing of panora-

mas. If necessary, trained annotators then verify and correct

automatically generated room layout and interior wall fea-

tures. Next, the verified room layouts are merged to form a

draft floor plan using an automatic rank-and-propose algo-

rithm to assist the human-in-the-loop process. An automatic

global optimization and refinement step is subsequently ap-

plied to the draft floor plan, followed by human-assisted

cleanup and verification process to generate the final ver-

sion of the floor plan.

3.3.1 Pre-processing

Prior to annotation, we refine the IMU-based zenith correc-

tion by detecting dominant vertical image lines in all the

captured panoramas. This is done using vanishing lines

analysis similar to [52, 50, 42, 56]. The computed vanishing

points are used to generate upright panoramas, which sim-

plifies alignment between them. For consistency and scala-

bility, we resize all panoramas to 2048× 1024.

6Due to legal considerations, our tool cannot be made public.

3.3.2 Room Layout and Interior Features

As mentioned in section 3.1, our primary panoramas are

the ones used to generate the floor plan. Thus, the first step

is to generate a room layout from each primary panorama.

Our internal tool is similar in spirit to [49], but with im-

portant production-level features to enable high throughput.

The tool allows annotators to start from an initial automatic

room layout prediction and Window, Door and Opening7

(WDO) detection. All the predictions are based on contin-

uous training and deployment of SOTA models for room

layout estimation [42, 32] and object detection [37].

Annotators can also bypass the automation outputs by di-

rectly indicating main structural elements (floor, wall, ceil-

ing boundaries, and WDO). The tool shows the evolution of

room layout as the panorama is being annotated. Also, the

tool allows annotators to enforce Manhattan constraints, or

predefined corner angles, for the room layout.

3.3.3 Room Merging

Once all room layouts are generated, the next step is to

combine them to produce a draft floor plan of the build-

ing. This is similar to the task defined in [25]; instead of

partial RGB-D scans that can be subject to refinement, we

use room layouts that are considered ground truth. There

are two types of room merging used in our annotation pro-

cess: (1) semi-automatic merging of different rooms to form

a draft floor plan, and (2) automatic merging of what we call

partial rooms to remove openings and create complete lay-

out of big spaces.

Merging Different Rooms. Our tool includes an interac-

tive room merging UI, which allows room layouts to “snap”

to each other using WDO locations. Annotators may re-

7An opening is an artificial construct that divides a large room into

multiple parts. See Figure 2 for an example that features openings. Open-

ings allow a large room to be represented by multiple panoramas with no

overlapping layouts. Note, openings are later processed for removal.
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fine room location by visualizing the reprojection of its lay-

out onto the current reference panorama and allowing pose

changes in image space.

The initial “snap” alignment is done by automatic rank-

and-propose pairing process. The annotated WDO features

from the previous stage are used to generate room pair pro-

posals. The ranking is done based on (1) minimizing room

intersections, (2) maximizing loop closure, (3) maximizing

multi-view alignment of semantic elements, and (4) produc-

ing the most axis-aligned floor plans (making use of the pre-

computed vanishing points).

Merging Partial Rooms. Large and complex spaces of-

ten exhibit partial layout occlusion and/or distant geometry

relative to the panorama. Such a space is typically repre-

sented by multiple non-overlapping panoramas which are

connected by openings (Figure 2). Such panoramas repre-

sent partial room layouts.

To produce complete layouts that support global analy-

sis of large spaces, we merge these partial rooms. First, a

graph associating pairs of openings is constructed based on

proximity and alignment. Partial polygons are then repeat-

edly merged through this association graph until no further

opening pairs exist.

The resulting set of partial polygons is used to write bi-

nary segmentation footprints into a joint floor segmentation

of the entire space. Contour extraction and polygon sim-

plification is then applied to extract a final combined layout

from the joint segmentation footprint. The result is joint

layout shared across multiple panoramas, each with a po-

tentially partial view of a larger and/or complex space (Fig-

ure 4). The complete set of oriented room layouts for a

home allows the extraction and visualization of textured 3D

floor plans, primitives such as lines, junctions, planes and

relationships between them (similar to [54]) as seen in Fig-

ure 3.

3.3.4 Floor Plan Generation

The next step is to take the draft floor plan from the

room merging step and produce a slightly modified version,

where the external walls form a closed 1D loop as defined

in [27]. Generating the final floor plan is straightforward

for the annotator, given all the previous steps previously de-

scribed. They resolve slight inconsistencies, such as minor

wall misalignment due to drift or annotation errors. They

also clean up room labels, add missing spaces such as clos-

ets and stairs, and indicate unresolved spaces (such as those

with high ceilings spanning multiple floors). Furthermore,

outdoor spaces, removed from the image set to reduce pri-

vacy concerns, like patios and balconies are added in the

final 2D representation as shown in Figure 1(d).

We developed a set of heuristics to facilitate this process,

which we refer to as “cleanup”. The cleanup tool takes the

(a) 3D Floorplan (b) Lines, Junctions (c) Planes

Figure 3. Examples of automatically extracted 3D structure an-

notations available as a result of our 3D floor plan annotation

pipeline, similar to [54].
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Figure 4. Complete room layout and secondary panorama local-

ization. Top/Center: process of computing complete room lay-

outs of complex spaces, based on merged annotations of partial

layouts from each panorama’s point of view. Bottom left: the sec-

ondary panorama localization task, where annotators can achieve

pixel level accuracy by dragging the corners of an existing 3D lay-

out (inherited from a reference, primary panorama) to snap to 2D

image corners. Right: the complete layout from the point of view

of all 3 panoramas localized on the same shared layout.

annotator’s changes and produces a 2D floor plan represen-

tation with walls, room type text labels, and window and

door locations. The tool makes use of global constraints to

group nearby room boundaries into cleaned-up walls, refine

their orientation, update room layouts based on wall refine-

ment, and clean up text label placement. Details are given

in the supplementary material.

3.3.5 Secondary Panorama Localization

As previously discussed, primary panoramas are used to

generate the floor plans. For these panoramas, their poses

relative to the floor plan are known. To generate ground

truth pose for the secondary panoramas, we use a two-step

approach named LayoutLoc to generate automatic localiza-

tion proposal, followed by a human verification and refine-

ment. We evaluate the success rate and accuracy of Layout-

Loc in Table 6 and further compare it with a standard SfM

approach (for the cases of 3 or more panoramas per-space).

We found the average pose estimation error of around 8.5cm

(and max error bounded by 1m), provides important initial

localization that adds a significant amount of automation to
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simplify the annotation process.

Our automatic localization generates relative pose esti-

mation by (1) camera pose proposal, followed by (2) pose

scoring based on inferred layout corners, and windows and

doors bounding boxes.

Proposals for pose are generated by estimating room

layout [42] corners followed by windows and doors de-

tection [36] for generating matching hypothesis, thus the

name LayoutLoc. More specifically, proposals are gener-

ated based on corner point snapping and image horizontal

vanishing point alignment. Each proposal is scored based

on how well the re-projected inferred layout of one room

fits the reference room, and how well predicted windows

and doors overlap, similar to [9]. We pick the pose that

maximizes the mutual layout and windows and doors align-

ments. Users can accept and refine or select another pair.

When a predicted camera pose is reviewed by the annotator,

a re-projection-based mechanism is used to refine the sec-

ondary panorama location; this is similar to the procedure

for merging different rooms in Section 3.3.3. An illustration

of the pixel-level refinement process is shown in Figure 4.

We assume camera height is constant throughout the cap-

ture process and that the upright orientation has been de-

termined accurately. We solve for the camera horizontal

position (x, y) and horizontal orientation θz . This reduces

the degrees of freedom in the relative pose estimation prob-

lem to only three, which substantially increases robustness

while reducing pose ambiguity.

3.4. Dataset Statistics

Our dataset involves unfurnished residential homes from

20 US cities. The cities span coast-to-coast across 12 states,

where the top 5 constitute 75% of the data (8.5%, 13.3%,

16.8%, 16.8%, 19.1%); the remaining 25% are uniformly

distributed across another 7 states. In terms of number of

floors: 42.8% are single floor, 46.7% are 2-story, and 9.8%

are 3-story single family homes. The remaining 0.6% have

4 stories and above, e.g., town-homes. ZInD contains data

from 1,524 homes, providing a total of 71,474 panoramas

of 26,341 annotator spaces. For each home, we provide a

wide range of annotations that include room type (kitchen,

bathroom, etc.), camera poses, bounding box annotations

for windows and doors, 3D room layouts, and 3D and 2D

floor plans with actual dimensions. General statistics are

shown in Table 2.

An important aspect of ZInD is that it follows the real

world distribution of room layouts. Table 3 shows the statis-

tics of room layout types. Also, we compare the number

of room corners to those in other available datasets (Ta-

ble 4). Notice that our numbers rival or exceed those of

Structured3D [54], which is a synthetic dataset with about

twice as many homes.

ZInD offers a wide range of room layout complexity,

Feature Total Avg per home

# panoramas (pri) 31,880 20.90

# panoramas (sec) 39,594 25.98

# floor plans 2,564 1.68

# annotator spaces 26,341 17.28

# rooms 21,596 14.17

# windows 18,658 12.24

# doors 46,657 30.61

Table 2. Statistics for 1,524 homes and 71,474 panoramas. pri

= primary, sec = secondary, “# annotator spaces” refers to spaces

identified by annotators (which include closets and hallways), and

“# rooms” refers to complete room layouts.

Cuboid Manhattan-L Manhattan-General Non-Manhattan

# Layouts 11,471 4,273 3,144 2,708

Table 3. Statistics on different room layout types. Since L-shaped

layouts are common, we report that separately from others that

are also Manhattan. Those that are non-Manhattan typically have

room corner angles of 135o.

# Corners 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+ Total

MatterportLayout 1,211 0 501 0 309 0 274 2,295

Structured3D 13,743 52 3,727 30 1,575 17 2,691 21,835

ZInD 11,544 984 3,493 371 1,335 145 3,724 21,596

Table 4. Comparison of room layout count based on number of

room corners.

which poses new research challenges in room layout es-

timation (e.g., for non-Manhattan layout estimation). By

providing at-scale real scenes with high quality annotations,

we believe the dataset will promote and facilitate these new

research directions.

4. Experiments

To highlight important properties of ZInD, we ran base-

line experiments on room layout estimation and multi-view

camera registration.

4.1. Layout Estimation

Baseline. To showcase specific challenges of room layouts

coming from real homes, we benchmarked with a SOTA

room layout estimation method with source code available

(training & testing) at the time of submission [42]8. HNet

represents room layouts as three 1D vectors, two vectors

representing the position of the floor-wall and ceiling-wall

boundaries, and the third representing the existence of wall-

wall junctions. When training or testing, we follow the data

preprocessing and parameters outlined by [42]. In particu-

lar, for this evaluation, we similarly operate on 1024x512
resolution images.

8We attempted to contact the authors of AtlantaNet [32] and DuLa-Net

[50] to obtain training code for further benchmarking; however, none was

available by submission.
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Train/Val/Test Splits. When creating our training split,

we analyzed the distribution of important data attributes in

order to prevent bias and ensure an accurate benchmark.

Further, in order to avoid alternate view-points of testing

panoramas being included in the training set, we split the

dataset at the per-home level. In total, the splits consisted

of 10,305, 946, and 889 panoramas for training, validation,

and testing, respectively.

For the baseline evaluation, we train and evaluate on a

subset of our dataset to closely align with [54]. As de-

scribed in Section 3, our layout annotations span the full

range of complexity of real homes, including large, com-

plex, open spaces, which typically feature room layouts that

wrap around corners and have significant self-occlusion. As

a result, for the purposes of training and evaluation with

HNet, we separated our layout annotations into those that

had reasonable expectation of recovery from a single view

point (“simple”), and those that do not (“complex”).

We define simple annotations as those which do not have

any contiguous series of occluded corners. We make this

distinction as HNet’s Manhattan post-processing is capable

of inferring simple occluded corners in order to complete

a Manhattan layout, whereas no single perspective method

can handle more extensive occlusion. We believe that the

annotations for large complex spaces will spur new lines of

research, such as multi-panorama layout estimation.

Evaluation Metrics. To align with existing layout es-

timation literature, we used the standard metrics used by

[56, 42, 32], namely, 3D IoU, 2D IoU, and δi. In addi-

tion to these, we compute matches between predicted and

ground truth corners at a threshold of 1% of the training

image width to obtain per-image precision and recall, from

which we compute the F-score. We propose this metric as

an alternative to IoU. Similar to [44] in single-view 3D re-

construction, during training and evaluation of layout es-

timation models for real-world applications, we found that

IoU is often insufficient, especially as the layout complexity

increases.

Results. As shown in Table 5, when evaluated on the en-

tirety of the “simple” data test set (All Data), HNet demon-

strates overall performance comparable to evaluations seen

in other works [54, 42]. In particular, high IoU and F-

scores are observed for cuboid and general four cornered

shapes. Importantly, ZInD extends beyond this distribution

to layouts which better represent real homes, such as non-

cuboid and non-Manhattan. Specifically, we report metrics

for these types.

Further, the typical data assumptions, such as that of

Manhattan and Atlanta World, enforce a flat ceiling height;

however, this is not indicative of the real world. As such,

we report metrics on both flat and non-flat ceilings. Non-

flat ceilings, such as vaulted or piece-wise-planar, present a

challenge to methods designed to identify single orthogonal

Config 3D IoU 2D IoU δi F-score

All Data 85.98 87.57 93.70 80.69

Flat Ceiling 87.43 88.78 94.00 83.98

Non-Flat Ceiling 80.86 83.32 92.64 69.00

4 Corners 88.21 89.68 94.28 87.34

6 Corners 84.94 86.69 95.29 77.87

8 Corners 81.73 83.72 93.78 65.89

10+ Corners 79.82 81.21 94.29 65.24

Odd Corners 82.84 84.34 83.21 69.95

Cuboid 88.24 89.72 94.37 87.47

Manhattan-L 85.06 86.85 96.44 79.99

Manhattan-General 82.28 83.91 95.54 69.34

Non-Manhattan 81.80 83.48 85.46 64.72

Table 5. Evaluation of HNet under different configurations, (1) all

data, (2) ceiling variation, (3) # of corners, and (4) room layout

type. All configurations branch from All Data.

ceiling planes exclusively, as they obfuscate the recogni-

tion of the desired layout contour. This challenge is demon-

strated in the computed metrics, for example, by the signif-

icant reduction in F-score for non-flat ceilings. In general,

the substantial drop in performance seen for challenging,

yet real-world-typical, layouts suggests the need for further

research in this area, for which our dataset provides a useful

platform.

4.2. MultiView Registration

Existing techniques for floor plan generation from 360o

indoor panoramas [6, 34, 33] typically involve using some

standard SfM technique for layout and pose estimation.

However, wide-baseline SfM and inferred 3D cues from a

few indoor images are usually very sparse and noisy [3, 20],

even in the context of the increased FoV provided by the

360 camera [35].

ZInD poses an interesting challenge for floor plan recov-

ery from panoramas: homes are unfurnished (with signifi-

cantly less texture), our sampling of panoramas throughout

each home is sparse, and there is no guarantee of significant

visual overlap between spatially adjacent panoramas. Thus,

we evaluate how conventional SfM performs on our dataset.

Additionally, we show that our information on layout and

window and door positions helps to improve localization

(similar to [4, 3, 9]); this localization approach, LayoutLoc,

was described in Section 3.3.5.

In our evaluation, we sample 13k room layouts of dif-

ferent complexities that contain at least 2 panoramas. Each

group (clique) has an average of 2.9 panoramas and an aver-

age and maximum pairwise distances of 2m and 5m, respec-

tively. These spatial samplings are comparable to [6, 33].

We used OpenMVG [28], an open-source SfM frame-

work that has a mode that accommodates upright 360o cam-

eras [1, 8, 21]. We ran incremental SfM [28] as one baseline
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Type #c #s #p/c
SfM LayoutLoc

%>2 x[cm] s[cm] %>2 %=2 x[cm] s[cm]

Overall 13158 25531 2.94 0.555 3.29 0.83 0.933 0.905 8.50 11.28

Living Room 1365 3443 3.53 0.632 3.65 0.93 0.965 0.931 9.62 11.01

Basement 143 284 2.99 0.412 1.05 0.08 0.851 0.802 11.73 13.41

Table 6. Localization accuracies for SfM and LayoutLoc. #c: num-

bers of cliques, #s: numbers of secondary panoramas. #p/c: aver-

age number of panoramas per clique. %>2: success rate of local-

ized panoramas for clique sizes greater than 2. %=2: for clique

sizes of 2. Note that SfM is incapable of localizing panoramas of

clique size 2 (6k out of 13k samples) due to scale ambiguity. The

2 room types presented have the highest and lowest %>2 score for

LayoutLoc. x and s: mean and standard deviation of spatial er-

ror from the estimated camera position to the ground truth camera

position in cm.

(for all cliques of size at least 3); we also ran our rank-and-

propose localization algorithm (LayoutLoc) for comparison.

We further report accuracy of LayoutLoc on cliques of size

2: an important property of our approach is that the inferred

floor points remove the scale ambiguity due to a known

camera height (Section 3.2), which is a fundamental prob-

lem in uncalibrated two-view geometry [15].

Results are shown in Table 6. We define the success

rate as the percentage of localized panoramas with distance

errors smaller than 1m and an angular error less than 1◦.

This comparison demonstrates that the application of con-

ventional SfM on ZInD would be problematic without using

additional semantic hints that are available.

5. Discussion

In this section, we highlight interesting aspects of our

dataset as well as its limitations. Further details regard-

ing the iOS application, our internal annotation tool, room

merging, LayoutLoc, the distribution of room types, and

various examples of what ZInD provides can be found in

the supplementary material.

ZInD represents real unfurnished residential homes.

This can address the concern raised in Structured3D [54]

about accuracy of room layout annotations in other real

datasets, to the extent possible in real scenes. Also, we be-

lieve that having unfurnished rooms provide a unique op-

portunity for delving into research problems that require

empty rooms as ground truth (e.g., cluttered room predic-

tion [53], emptying indoor spaces [51], or photo-realistic

restaging and relighting [13, 12, 23]).

Another interesting aspect of ZInD is the non-standard

room layouts, mostly in the form of non-flat ceilings and

curved walls. To the best of our knowledge, no other real

dataset provides these types of annotations, which may be

valuable for further investigations into room layout estima-

tion to include rooms with more challenging layouts.

Within our layout annotations, we include those of open

floor plans, where semantic distinctions, such as “dining

room”, “living room” and “kitchen”, are not always geo-

metrically clear. As such, we adopt a definition of rooms as

the regions our annotators identify through label placement

in the “cleanup” phase. In this way, one open-space layout

annotation may contain multiple rooms as regional designa-

tions. These type of room labels and locations are included

in our released data and can be seen in the cleaned up floor

plans Figure 1(d).

A noteworthy issue is that of annotator error. Since

ground truth is based on human input, they will not be per-

fect. However, this has precedence in the many datasets that

are also based on manual annotation. In our case, in addi-

tion to possible errors in room layout generation, there is

the issue of conformity in determining if a room contains

a non-flat ceiling height. Here, it becomes a judgment call

that may vary across different annotators. If the ceiling is

judged to be non-flat, its ceiling height is determined to one

that dominates, and hence the 3D room layout is only ap-

proximate. About 32.5% of all rooms are tagged to have

complex ceilings.

Legal and Privacy Notes. To ensure the academic re-

search community is able to access our data unencumbered,

we worked with our legal team to ensure that images cap-

tured and the data provided can be publicly utilized. There

were extensive discussions that included where the images

were captured and there is due diligence in ensuring pri-

vacy. Also, we automatically detected people and outdoors,

and remove panoramas as appropriate.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce Zillow Indoor Dataset, a

new extensive dataset. It consists of 71,474 panoramas

from 1,524 real unfurnished residential homes across 20 US

cities, 2,564 floor plans, and annotations of 18,648 windows

and 46,657 doors. Also, the dataset consists of 21,596 room

layouts, with panorama locations within them. Over 1,500

hours of annotation work was spent to create this dataset.

The dataset reflects a realistic distribution of layout com-

plexities that include a significant number that are non-

cuboid and non-Manhattan. While the featured homes

are unfurnished, we have shown that mapping the (sparse)

panoramas to floor plans remains a research challenge. We

hope that ZInD will inspire new work on analyzing layouts

and floor plans in the context of panoramas, including their

semantic content such as windows and doors.
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